
It’s 4am. You’re sleeping soundly, dreaming of success when your phone starts jumping with emails, 
texts, social media notifications and maybe even an actual phone call. No, you’re not the leader of the 
Free World, you’re just a small business owner who is on “vacation” and forgot to set your phone to 
compensate for the time difference.

As an entrepreneur, having your peaceful sleep interrupted – even on vacation – is common. But, why 
is being three thousand miles away and three hours behind not a concern when trying to manage your 
business?

Because Cloud Computing has your back – a technological phenomenon to which we all are becoming 
increasingly dependent. As an entrepreneur, the Cloud is your office, the virtual lifeline to your business 
that guarantees you won’t miss a beat.

Cloud computing is now indispensable to small businesses and large corporations alike, it’s a growing 
industry whose revenue is expanding faster than your download speed. To be blunt, if you haven’t 
noticed that your wireless carrier is charging you big bucks, it’s time to fire your bookkeeper.

The Cloud offers products and services for both business and consumers, and is now the go-to option 
for multiple tasks. For entrepreneurs, the Cloud has become the most efficient way to work remotely. 
Wherever you are and whenever it is, as long as you have a signal, you’re in the game. 

But, which Cloud options can help you manage your business more effectively? We thought that was 
a good question, so we put together a list of recommendations, which you can review on the next 2 
pages, along with honorable mentions of alternatives. Not surprisingly, most or all of these apps have 
versions for mobile devices, and several offer desktop versions as well. And if you want more than just 
file storage, try an interactive workspace, since all of them include it.

Check out the tools that will drive you on the next page!
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File Storage
Product: DropBox 

Details: The most common use of The Cloud is to store files. DropBox was one of the first to provide 
storage options as well as share files in a collective space, and still offers a free account with up to 2GB 
of storage for each user (granted, that isn’t much). You can also share files with someone who does not 
have a DropBox account. For business, there are several pay accounts to choose from, depending on 
your needs.

Other Notable Features:  • File and version recovery
  • Can limit the upload/download bandwidth of files
  • Manage link permissions

  • Remote wipe in case a device is stolen

Honorable Mentions: Box, G Suite

Interactive Workspace
Product: G Suite 

Details: Obviously, Google is far more than a browser. What’s interesting is that Google was known as 
an email program before it was a popular browser – Gmail anyone? But as a workspace, G Suite can 
provide all the tools you need, from document programs that are compatible with Microsoft Office 
to collaboration on the same document in real time as well as device syncing for mail, contacts and 
calendar. You can also hold video meetings or conference calls. A G Suite account starts at $5 per month 
per user. 

Other Notable Features:  • 30 GB of storage
  • Multiple email aliases and/or your business domain as primary address
  • Better security with 2 step verification
  • Can sync with business CRM (Customer Relationship Management) apps

Honorable Mentions: Office 365, ZoHo Workplace

Customer Relationship Management
Product: Zoho CRM 

Details: Zoho started out offering mail services, but is up and coming in other areas of cloud computing. 
Their CRM is no exception. Zoho CRM is ideal for small to mid-sized businesses, offering a free version 
with up to 10 users. It possesses awesome automation abilities and can serve as an all-in-one marketing 
engine for email and form capture efforts. For pay versions, Zoho CRM is an excellent option for the 
price, starting at $15 per user per month.  

Other Notable Features:  • Extensive reporting/lead management capabilities
  • Integrates easily with G Suite and other Zoho products
  • Customer service and help desk functions
  • Live chat, phone and social media tools

Honorable Mentions: HubSpot CRM, Insightly
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Project Management
Product: Redbooth 

Details: With the advent of telecommuting and the gig economy, it’s more difficult than ever to keep 
track of who on your team is doing what, and when. That’s where a great project management app 
comes in, and Redbooth fits the bill. Many project management apps have similar features, but aren’t 
necessarily user friendly. With its simple-to-follow layout and task lists, Redbooth is. A free account 
includes 10 users and 2 workspaces, while pay accounts start at $9 with unlimited users.  

Other Notable Features:  • Integrates with Outlook and Gmail for email assignments
  • Also integrates with G Suite, DropBox and Slack
  • Unlimited comments and conversations
  • Project templates available

Honorable Mentions: Trello, MeisterTask

Password Management
Product: Roboform 

Details: Security is a huge issue today, and with the large amount of passwords needed in day-to-day 
tasks, a password manager is a must. Roboform is one of the oldest password managers out there, but  
is still one of the best – and  it costs less than many newer options. Roboform syncs across  
multiple devices and platforms, auto-filling your secure logins easily and quickly. The free version can 
only be used on one device, while the pay version can be used on as many devices as you want for 
$19.95 per year.   

Other Notable Features:  • More secure than browser-based password managers
  • Can auto-fill multiple form fields on a web page
  • Identifies weak and duplicate passwords
  • Manages application passwords as well

Honorable Mentions: LastPass, Dashlane

In my own business, I could never have the level of productivity I have now without DropBox, Google 
Drive, Roboform and all the other amazing products – not to mention advantages – The Cloud brings 
to you.

Of course, The Cloud is far from perfect. Shortcomings include connectivity issues, unforseen and 
uncontrollable power outages that affect even the largest companies, and fluctuations in pricing that 
resemble the stock market on a Monday.

But overall, the good outweighs the bad in The Cloud, hence the reason why it is often virtual heaven 
for entrepreneurs. We just couldn’t leave home without it, and never do!
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